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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines the role of Textiles and Apparel industries in various countries. In 

economic and social terms Apparel industries provides incomes, jobs especially for women and 

in the long run provides a sustained development of all the countries with appropriate policies 

like MFA(Multi-fiber Agreement) to enhance the dynamism of apparel. In the long run, growth 

and development rely on not only in the investors attributes, but also on the government polices 

qualities and effectiveness in various countries. In terms of trade, the apparel industries play vital 

role on handful of countries; GDP and employment have contributed to the economic growth of 

the country. The apparel industries has given the opportunity for the country to exploit the low 

labor cost advantages, expansion of exports, export diversification, filling the niche market and 

meeting the buyer’s demand in various countries. The apparel industry has the dynamic effect on 

building the relationship between the local textile suppliers and garment industry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cloth is one of the civilized man kind basic needs. Textile refers to the production of 

intermediate products like fabric and yarn, apparel industry caters to the need of clothing which 

are used to make the final product i.e. garment. Around the wordtextile trade has expanded at 

rapid increase in the GDP growth and world tradeof apparelhas grown at higher rate. In year 

2003, US$ 309 Bnof world apparel industry was around and by 2005 it was expected that it 

would reach US$ 550 Bn (when all quantitative restrictions are gone away) and US$ 856 Bn by 

2012. After Auto, Computer and Pharmaceutical sectorApparelindustry would be the fourth 

industry cross trillion dollar mark. In the rising standard of living, changing immense growth of 

fashions and designing. The major importing countries of textile products are US and EU. 

EVOLUTION OF TEXTILES AND APPAREL WORLD OVER 

Textile industry is offering different type ofcloth or design for which a person could 

desire using modern techniques of electronics and innovation which led to the competitive and 

low-price. China dominated global textile industry with its lowlaborcost base. 
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Almost all the countries have greater/lesser the garment manufacturing industry tied with 

most of the global manufacturing sectors in the world (Cammett, 2006; Dicken, 2003). For every 

country garment and textile manufacturers plays a crucial role in industrialization about 

centuries. Many developed countries has dominated the garment manufacturing firms since 

1980, many developed countries engaged in trading the garments (UNDP Report, 2006). 

 

The primary impetus during the early 1950 and 1970 to 1980, the apparel manufacturing 

bases to the foreign destinations was making them to offer customers in low-priced garments. 

This was significantly reducing the consumer demand and economic recession had to combat in 

reduction of sales to survive and to remain competitive (Cammett, 2006). As compared with 

developing countries, the developed countries has high labor cost, undermining competition thus 

the retailers are forced to outsource some of the manufacturing process. 

Until 2005, for the past 30 years quota system for various garment producers of China 

and India were quota restrictions to export garments in the US and EU market during the Multi-

fiber agreement. In some of the production function various regions of the world did not fall 

under the MFA restriction, which was much in inefficiency, and, leads to time wastagedue to 

round tripping of shipments and unnecessarily the cost will be increased (Windie, 2005). 

Previously the garment manufacturing industries did not support to some of the industries like 

Nepal, Maldives, Bangladesh and Mauritius which has become low-cost proxy production 

centers (Adhikari and Weeratunge, 2006).To the simplest conduct, the proxy manufacturers the 

who have intensive labor and operations within garment manufacturerswere contracted by first-

tier manufacturers Cut, Manufacture and Trim (CMT) stage or the tagging, labeling and 

packaging stage. Those finished garments were shipped to the end consumers who live in US and 

Europe. The triangular manufacturing commonly referred as three way relationship.After the 

expiry Multi-fiber Agreement (MFA) in 2005, earlier quota restricted countries isolated with no 
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quota based restrictions. This enables the retailers to consolidate their quota induced far-flung in 

the manufacturing networks and concentrate on key producer countries which the geographical 

production is also affected. 

IN SRI LANKA 

Sri Lanka’s readymade garments were beginning to break in to export markets in late 

1960’s. UK and Soviet Union and leading shirt manufacturers accepted the quality of Sri Lankan 

shirts which led to export of product worth Rs. 2 million to the USSR annually within the 

bilateral trade agreement between the both. Changes were made in existing policy to allow 

certain sectors to adapt on export oriented approach, around 1972. This package offered special 

foreign exchange allocation and fiscal & tax incentives. Local Industries Approved Committee 

(LIAC) provided approval for 2500 industrial unit in which nearly 2000 were product group of 

textile and textile based industries in first 6 years of 1970’s. Traditional Asian suppliers like 

Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan & Singapore made Sri Lanka attract the location for industry 

due to wage/price inflation and imposition of trade quotas on exports. While production was 

being upgraded through import, new units began to get established in collaboration with foreign 

capital/marketing. Sri Lankan clothing industry saw a rapid expansion in late 1970’s. Two major 

factors attributed to the impressive growth. They introduced market oriented liberal policies 

in1977 and identified private sector as engine of growth, places great emphasis on export-led 

industries. 

GLOBAL TEXTILES 

Exports doubled from being US $ 104 billion in 1990 to US $203 billion in 2005. The 

developed and semi-developed countries faced loss due to the immediate effect of expiry of 

quotas in textile industry whereas developing countries gained from it. It was remarkable growth 

in Chinese textile exports, it increased by 22.8% from 2004 to 2005. In 2005 20% of textile trade 

originated in china. During the first year post ATC other developing countries in Asia also 

experienced significant growth, e.g., Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan and 

Thailand exports grew between 7 to 15 %. The exports decreased by 3-4% for the top textile 

producer like Korea, Taiwan, Japan and Hong Kong. There were 7.2 and 3.3 % reduction 

recorded in both intra and extra EU respectively. There was increase in textile exports from Asia 

to Africa, Europe and North America by 14-20% after the expiry of quotas(WTO, 2006a, p.166 1 

). 

The global T&C market was supplied partially by Asia in 2005. 27% of world trade in 

clothing was accounted by china’s exports alone. In 2004, the growth rate of china’s clothing 

export was 20% which rose from US $ 62 billion to US $ 74 during the first year of the post 

ATC regime. NICS plus Macau (China) met a reduction from 2004-2005 among the Asian 

economies. In spite of the pessimistic predictions made before the expiry of ATC, the remaining 

developing countries from Southeast Asia and South Asia survived the first year of quota 
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elimination. The table did not consist the smaller clothing producers. The T&C products have 

been ceased in Maldives while Fiji, Mongolia and Nepal are struggling to survive.  

In a negative growth during 2005, some developing countries in other regions included 

even preferential market access to the United States was recorded. In spite of the preferential 

arrangement under AGOA, there was a decline in the exports from Mauritius, South Africa and 

also US market. It was 20.7% negative export growth rate in clothing from Mauritius and 32.7% 

from South Africa in 2005. The countries that experienced a continuous growth over time and 

which benefitted from preferential arrangement with United States under the Andean Trade 

Promotion and Drug Eradication Act was Peru and Columbia. 

EU MARKET 

Imports from non-EU member countries, that is extra-EU trade are the only analysis 

focused by us. There was an increase around 50% in 2006 from 46% in2004 in the total imports 

of T&C products from the share of extra-EU trade. In the post ATC period, the T&C imports 

were continued to increase by the Asia’s share of EU. More than half of EU imports of T&C 

products which were about 46% were from Asian 12 in 2004. In spite of their preferential market 

access it was in contrast that the regions that market shares. In the past years it was the market 

shares of Morocco, Romania, Tunisia and Turkey were slightly declined. In June 2005, an 

agreement on restricting Chinese T&C imports to the EU trend changed noticeably in 2006 after 

the EU and China. Chinese imports liberalized with the expiry of ATC is restricted to 8, the 

annual growth rate was also restricted until 2008.  

In Asia between 2004 and 2005 the imports of EU increased by 19.6% from the Asian 12. 

A leading contributor was China to the rapid growth with India. The imports from china 

increased from US $ 6.1 billion from US $ 14.7 billion to US $ 20.8 billion while EU imports 

from India increased by US $ 1800 million at the growth rate 18.3%. Several variants of 

generalized system of preferences (GSPs) and other preferential arrangements were benefitted 

except Vietnam low PDR as well as the exporters of other regions. 

US MARKET 

The imports of US of textile and cotton continued to rise in the Asian’s 12’s share. The 

Asian 12’s share of US imports was 41.3% in the year 2014. In the year 2006 for the first nine 

months the data showed that 54.8% of the total US imports are now from Asia 12’s. In contrast, 

exporting countries from other religious, the majority of the countries which have preferential 

arrangements with the United States, so the exporting countries started to loose their shares in 

market gradually, for eg. During the first year of ATC region, US import from Asia 12 showed 

significantly increase in imports in the EU case. The growth rate of US T&C imports from the 12 

between 2004 & 2005 was 28.6%. In the years of 2004 & 2005 china is the leading contributor to 

this growth with 50%. In contrast the other Asian 12 countries. For e.g.: the share of Caribbean 
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basin initiative member nations plus Mexico decline from 21.6% in 2004 to 17% in 2006.  The 

share of sub Saharan African Countries (in the category) classified as AGOA also decline from 

2.1% in 2004 to 1.4% in 2006. During the first year of ATC region, US imported from Asia 12 

showed significant increase in imports in the EU case. The growth rate of US Textile and 

Clothing imports from the year of 2004 and 2005 was 28.6%. In the years of 2004-2005 china is 

the leading contributor to this growth with 50%. In contrast the other Asia 12countries except 

Nepal and Thailand showed strategy growth after the expiry of quotas. For the first three quarters 

of 2006 the US imports from china went down upto a growth rate of 7.3% when compared to the 

year 2005, rest of Asia 12’s except Nepal succeeded either in exports more or sustain their 

positive growth for the first 9 months of 2006, the growth rate of US imports from the Asia 12’s 

countries to grow at 11.8% which is much higher than the growth rate of total US imports 2.6%. 

The difference in the pattern observed between US and EU imports is that in the US market, 

exports from other regions did not receive after quantitative restrictions imposed by the United 

States on Chinese T&C imports. This was so for countries which have preferential arrangements 

with US (for eg.US imports from CBI countries plus Mexico decreased by 4.9% from 2004 to 

2005 and 9.3% from 2005 to 2006). 

Smallest exporters fro the Asia-pacific e.g.: Fiji, Maldives, Mongolia, Nepal were hit hard by 

elimination of quotas. As for magnolia and Nepal it was observed that some orders come back 

after the safeguards of Chinese imports. For other countries it continued to decline in 2006. 

FIGI 

Fiji garment industry expanded rapidly in the late 1980’s and 1990’s after obtaining 

preferential market access to Australia and NewZealand under the 1980 south Pacific Regional 

Trade and Economic Co-operation Agreement (SPARTECA) with restriction of using 50% 

locally manufactured fabric and granting a 13 year tax holiday and other benefits under 1987 tax 

free factories scheme. The latter attracted foreign investors to open production facilities in figi. 

From the United States Fiji enjoyed quotas under the MFA. Tax free garment factors are 

rising from 19888 to 1991. In 2000, nearly 20,000 people are employed in the industry where 

70% of them are women. Garment industry provides about two thirds of manufacturing jobs. In 

1999 FJ$322 million (US $163 million) is exported, which is more than 30% of total exports and 

11% of GDP (Storey, 2004). In 2000 Fiji’s garment export was triggered which leads to enclose 

dozen factories during 2002 and up to 6000 people were retrenched (Global Education Centre 

and Family Planning International Development, 2004). Between2000 to 2002 28% of T & C 

exports decreased by FJ$312 million to FJ$223 million, but a negative growth of 47% is expired 

in 2005 with respect to 2004 (Adhikari and Yamamoto, 2006), triggered by a decrease in US 

RMG imports of 78%. As the retrenchment of 6000 workers an immediate negative impact was 

estimated, predominantly women (ADB, 2006). In January 2008, the Australian government 

agreed to relax its rules of origin requirement to 25%, which is something in the long request of 
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Fiji garment industry (Fiji Timer, 2006). It can be expected that this policy change can create 

thousand jobs; however, the industry has the fear further job losses of several thousands due to 

possible economic sanctions imposed by its trading partners as a result of recent political 

instability in the country. 

Maldives 

In 2002, Maldives and in 1997 peaked exports of RMG’s took off. In Asia it is not unique 

to the clothing industry having “Guest workers” industry, in island economies given lack of 

trained domestic workers. 2,478 expatriates were employed in the industry in its peak time. The 

number of expatriates started to decline in 2004 and it halved to 1228 in January 2005, and it had 

declined to 431 by the end of the year. More than 70% of expatriate garment workers were 

sewing machine operator during its peak time. Where more than 90% of the workersare women. 

The majority of the women were Sri Lankan who were sent home as operations slowed down 

(Adhikari and Yamamoto, 2006, pp. 18-19). The effects of elimination of quotas on the economy 

of Maldives are expected to be negligible (US department 2006). All though the detailed data for 

local employment are not available, in census data of 2000 shows that 2,699 men and 5518 

women were working as “craft and related trade workers” in manufacturing. Ministry of 

Planning and National Department 2004). Since in outer atolls many garment factories were 

located, where low paid government workers are hard to find for low paid, female workers with 

low skills are likely to face the loss of income and the fear of long-term unemployment. The toll 

has increased income equity between male and female and the gender inequity in the labor 

market. During 1972-2004 unemployment among women aged 15-24 rose from 30-40% as 

compared to the male unemployment rate of same age coherent of 10 to 23% (Ministry of 

Planning and Nationaldevelopment, 2005). The loss of foreign exchange may be another factor 

to consider. In 2003 RMG’s accounted about one third of total merchandise and half of 

merchandise exports by the private sector. 

MONGOLIA 

In the year 2004 the T &C industry in magnolia accounted for 11.3% of total exports and 

has employed 20,000 employee women and illegal migrants were mostly employed. Due to the 

elimination of quotas during 2004-2005 the US T&C imports has declined to 41.2%. During the 

year 2005 march the total number of workers reached 4,526 persons in textiles and 8,880 persons 

in weaving apparels. In dressing and dyeing sector there was a decline of 30%. The dressing 

sector declined to 12,725 persons in March 2004. Apart from other countries the products faced 

severe declines in 2005 and the product quotas were expired at the end of 2004. The top 5 US 

T&C imports from Mongolia based on their value in 2004. Among the top 5 dresses jerseys and 

pullovers of cotton, customer and manmade fibers have been plunged to 35.1 and 91.6 and 

54.8%. Two other common products are women’s and girl’s woven cotton trousers and knitted 

cotton and shirts are also produced by other countries. There was a negative growth record of 9.7 
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and 56.0% during the first year of post ATC. Cotton is imported from china and magnolia 

engages in labor intensive parts such as sewing. 

Traditional products of magnolia are cashmere and wool clothing products which was 

unsuccessful in vertical integration for export markets. Most of the foreign exchange is generated 

from cashmere related trade which are exported to china. The price of new cashmere is not stable 

when compared to manufactured cashmere. Thus Mongolia earns more profit on exporting final 

products. Mongolia lacks in cashmere industry and imports cashmere from china to produce final 

products. Lecraw, Eddleston and McMohan (2005) reported that if the raw cashmere is 

converted in to finished cashmere products then it will be able to earn profit of about US $ 206 

million more than the 2005 level of countries enter T&C exports. By doing this employing in the 

processing industry will double. As for wool uncombed sheep wool exports of Mongolia is about 

US $ 6 million while carpet exports generate only US$ 1 million. During 2007 Mongolia decided 

to remove its export duty on raw cashmere now the government of Mongolia has been studying 

the possibility of extending the discouraging the exports of raw cashmere. 

EVOLUTION OF TEXTILES AND APPAREL IN INDIA: 

PRE-INDEPENDENT ERA: 

Indian textile industry has a garment legacy and unmatched history of India’s industrial 

development. India’s textile industry was developed at a very early stage and the manufacturing 

technology was the best. India’s normally operated textile machines were the best among the 

world and has served as a model for production of first textile machines. Chinese observes 

preference was given to Indian weaving for its delicacy and prestige trade textile such as patola 

and Ahmadabad were sought after the Malaysian royalty and wealthy traders of Philippines. 

POST INDEPENT ERA 

Women’s and children’s wear is subject to more fashion based design changes as 

compared to men’s wear. Since 1970’s socio economics and related cultural changes have 

created a general trend in clothing towards more informal and casual wear. In market rate niches 

consumption based identities have begun to play a bigger role. All these factors have led to the 

rise of distinct segments in the apparel market. 

Vibrant and growing up market fashion segment and a relative stagnant, low priced & 

standardized segment. Textile and clothing industry contributes 35% of India’s total export 

earnings and one of its large sectors in terms of output and employment generation and it is 

aggressively modernizing and expanding its capacities. By 2010 India’s share of the 560 billion 

world textile and apparel market is likely to double and reach a target of 50 billion dollars a year. 

India’s edge of its low cost & skilled labor, raw materials and excellent designing skills are 

offset by factors like intense competition from china, high power generation cost, relative 

interest cost, structural anomalies and low productive levels. India’s multiple resource based 
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advantages in cotton, silk, wool and manmade fibers in addition to capacity based advantages in 

the textile spinning and weaving is counteracted by the deficiencies of erratic supply of power 

and water, in-adequacies in road connectivity, port facilities and other export infrastructure 

added to highly fragmented supply chain based with bottle-necks. Few years back garments 

industry in India concentrated  in small scale sector but now having large scale industries units 

such as Reliance, Arvind mills, Raymond, etc., the industry is concentrated in a few clusters viz. 

Tirupur, Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Ludhiana, etc.,It has a unique advantage of being a 

vertically integrated one from fiber to garment. The main strength is easy availability of raw 

materials, natural or synthetic fibers, world-class facilities in producing synthetic filament yarn. 

Indian garment industry has a significant presence in low value added items but is yet to make a 

mark in the high value added segments. The industry is not fully automated and the products are 

of low quality. Small scale sectors are not equipped to produce a mass scale and meet the 

changing fashion trends world over. The industry has to reduce the lead time required to bring its 

merchandise to the final consumer. To make it competitive they should adopt latest techniques 

such as effective supply chain management, e-commerce, and expanding its product range to 

include high value added items can make it competitive. In an effort to encourage textile and 

apparel manufacturers to invest in modernizing their plants, the GOI realized the need to 

establish a focused and time bound Rs.250 billion technology upgradation fund (TUF) under the 

National textile policy 2000. Through TUF, the government offers an interest subsidy up to 5%. 

For the import of production machinery underits export promotion capital goods (EPGI). The 

GOL offers such as import duty waivers. Another important problem in India has to tackle 

restructuring the industry without affecting the major players the handloom sector who has 

contributed in a very big way. To the Indian as economy this sector contributes around 40% of 

gross industrial value. Those informal sectors have emerged as a dynamic and vibrant sector of 

the Indian economy. 
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